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Dear Paul and Gary, 

Apparently embarrassed Oy a combination 
of my letters 

and his own oversight, "Ake Simmons copie
d the things Hal and Gary had 

asked for and some of my own requests (in
cluding an expensive number 

of what 1  said I didn't want:), then ma
iled them. They arrived today. 

I have skimmed them. As I can I will cop
y and forward. I will do this 

within the next several days. I cannot ta
ke this hunk of time from the 

work I am doing and will use this as a br
eak in thinking. Also, I am 

almost out of 3M paper. That 05 per box
 is a lot of $Wrright now. 

That I did while waiting for a guest is d
ecide what to do 

first as I skimmed. I have taken from wha
t Hal ordered those things 

relating to the runor Oswald was an FBI a
gent or informant. I regard 

these as potentially important. I call to
 your attention certain 

recollections from this hasty, single rea
ding and refer you to my 

earlier writing, particularly OSWALD IN N
EW ORLEANS, and especially 

the chapter analyzing the Hoover-McCone t
estimony and statements. This 

entire affair was handled in a meaner ind
icating guilty knowledge. 

Hubert's memo is en understatement. 	
these doduments address the 

San 'rancisco end? Hal might recall if he
 ordered something not here 

or *dere we should look to get it. Ditto 
New Orleans. If these are 

not available, I think we have additional
 signals. There are other 

obvious gaps, like no mention of checks u
nder aliases, for examply, 

Harvey Lee or Lee Murrett, etc. Note, to
o, that ubert's suspicion or 

Rankin's fastens on the Fain interview, o
n which I did in C in NO. I 

have a hunch that could be when LHO went 
back into service, that being 

the purpose of Fain's visit, or relating 
to it. 

1 think you may recall that from the fir
st' hove felt the 

connections wilru with the CIA. Rankin me
ntions this but absolutely no 

reason for it. Hoover straightfacedly goe
s past that. There are other 

intriguing formulations and onissipns in 
his statements. Note also 

that while the original report alludes to
 an account number, this is 

thereafter always referred to as somethin
g else, like a voucher number. 

There is no denial of any account number.
 (Paul, can you run these 

numbers through your list of numbers? I 
gave Garrison my calfile of 

i 

eedh item in the notebook, so 1 cannot sp
eedily do it with t at.) 

Now the CIL uses a variety of ronts and 
corporations. 1  have a file 

they do not know 1  have obtain d, sho
wing one front, with the corporate 

and personal names, the bank, tha title o
f the accoint, even the 

checks in photocopy. It is quite feasible
 for this to be the right 

dope and the wrong three initials. Note t
hat the appropriate questions 

and answers and denials are missing from 
the CIA. Further, while I 

cannot authenticate my source, of whom bo
th of you know, I have from 

it reason to think such a six-number iden
tification is a possibility, 

even if CMA agents day this is not a prop
er identification (Boxley). 

I'd be particularly interest in this numb
er in your file, Paul. 

I have completed a draft of what may be a
n addition to 

COUP D'ETAT, may be a long magazine artic
le, may be neither, but will 

be part of a lengthy analysis of the ex. 
sessions and I must read it 

so my wife can be typing it. Without the 
quotations from the trans-

cripts it is 40 300-word pages, and the q
uotes are extensive. Until 

I get that done I can do little with this
, save squeeze in the copying. 

I'll ask each of you to keep identificati
ons to be certain the Archives 

did all the copying (Hal has his list, Pa
ul). But I stop to comment on 
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subject because I regard it as important and feel this memo fells 
us we should go further and search diligently until we have gotten 
every possible item. If Gary can return here for a couple of days 
before going back to school, I think that would be great, because 
I cannot possibly stop the writing for this research. If he cannot I do not know who can or when. I can attempt it only by phone and letter, which is not the best way. 

Gary, I had just sent Paul a copy of my exchange with the 
Archives on the absence of the ex sees transcript for 1/22. I think this is enormously significant. They do not even list it as withheld. I regard the mobilization of all that hexes legal talent on a rush trip to tashington as absolutely important, for there was nothing new about this rumor. Before it got published my own analysis led to a 
magazine lead and summary the week of the assassination. It had been 
in the papers for at least a month before that sudden flying to Washington. The flights and near-panic I think indicate there was reason to feel 
the proof might out. 

I can flot understand why this memo is undated. It is the 
one without a (Lte and the identification of the one who drafted it that I can recall. I think, therefore, that the date was omitted 
on purpose and nankin wrote it himself, 

Were it not that he was absent so often, though his record 

f 

at the ex sass's was very good, I'd draw signi canoe from Russell's absence. Ea is the best CIA friend in the Se nte, though he doesn't 
trust them a bit. 

Here also we may have an explanation for the Hosty omission in the initial FBI notebook transcription, for Hosty's month-Long 
delay in tyting his notes, etc. 

Aote the statement attributed to Morey, whhech is accurate. I think it is not accurate to say, as R does, that Warren gave the ex sees of 1/27 the "results" of this meeting. That transcription 
reveals he said little of any meaning at all. 

I might even speculate why Hubert was assigned to this 
analysis. karhaps because he had been a district attorney. But I think at least as likely is the alleged reason for hiring him (his ineluence with IA,ggs may have done it), his intimate knowledge of 
"ew Orleans, the people end situation. Rankin told the 1/21 ex sees of Hubert, "While he was home on a weekend someone gave him another le4d about usweld being connected with somebody that may help in regard to the Mexican situation". Ref. to trip. This memo we should also seek, assuming Ilubert left one. In short, this bracketed with 
my discovery that 611 other reference in the files to that 1 Lex seas, of which I have already written in this new thing, co wince me we now have hot and viable leads. Gotta get back to work. I 11 send the other documents as I can copy. rest to you all, 


